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by Sandy McCrae 
The General Education Asso-
ciation to Reinforce Society 
(GEARS), having already taken 
the Citizens of God (COGS) in-
to their ranks, are now applying 
their Basic Subversion (BS) com-
mittee to suhvet the members 
of COGS who have dropped out. 
The GEARS, being stripped of 
their membership, are spinning 
and gradually destroying them- 
Latest News Flash- 
solves. The SHAFT, Society for 
Having a Fine Time, is working 
in conjunction with the Status 
Quo Upheld Everywhere. Lev-
eling and Crushing Heretics 
(SQUELCH), to keep the other 
COGS from dropping out. If 
COGS keep thinking for them-
selves and continue to ignore the 
B.S. coming from the main 
GEAR SHAFT, the Wheels of 
the World (WOW) will spin 
themselves to pieces. 
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GULCH RIST BUICK, INC. 
6004 So. Tacoma Way 	 GR 4-0645 
Our Fountains Runneth kL 
1968 
a play by George Oilwell 
(UPS class of '51) 
(The scene is a grassy quadrangle surrounded on three sides with 
Tudor gothic buildings and on the other side by a traffic jam. A 
crowc of college students and businessmen in suits are gathered 
around a ruddy-faced portly gentleman in full academic regalia. 
The businessmen are nodding their heads yes and the college stu-
dents are shaking their heads no. The portly gentleman continues 
his harangue). 
PORTLY GENTLEMAN: And so, my voune friends, we come to 
another great day in the history of this 
fine institution. We do here solemnly 
dedicate this fine fountain with its fine 
spray to our illustrious alumnus and 
friend, Dr. Morton Horton. I can recall 
Dr. Horton's fascination for fountains. 
He came here often with his family for 
weekend picnics, always envisioning how 
this quadrangle would look if it had a 
fountain. Now, my young friends, I 
'-. would like to introduce to you a young 
person in whom we can all take a great 
deal of pleasure—my nephew, J. P. Rub-
herstamp, your newly appointed student 
body president, who will parrot a few 
words for you. 
J. P. RUBBERSTAMP 	 I'm afraid the notes that my uncle Daddy 
Portly Gentleman wrote out for me are 
all wet from the spray from this magni-
ficent fountain. That being the case, I 
would like to make a few spontaneous 
remarks. First of all, it strikes me that 
a man who would sit and stare at the 
grass for hours on end must have been 
s1mple and that we already have a few 
too many fountains on the campus. 
There's the Slim Rasputin Memorial 
Goldfish Fountain in front of the Sub, 
the Coach John Stinebrick Memorial 
Pool near the fieldhouse, the Daddy 
Warhucks War Memorial Fountain by 
the women's dorms, and the other twen- 
ty-seven smaller fountains. What we need 
is some more books in the library and 
PORTLY GENTLEMAN: Thank you very much neohew for those 
words of encouragement 'to us all. We 
can all see why we are so proud of my 
sister's son. Now run along there and 
wash my car. (mutters to handsome 
young dean at his side) I should have 
never let that young idiot come here 
without water-proofing his notes. He 
wet the bed until he was 13. No sheet 
is safe around him. 
(ConHnued on page 10) 
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Adminstration Fogs Up 
Clear — Cut Issue EP4GLISN_tilT. 
It is unfortunate that what appears to 
many as a clear-cut matter has been made 
into a very crucial issue by a person (or per- 
sons) in the UPS administration. The issue 
involves Jon Hansen who, by due process 
and just circumstances, should be receiving 
his diploma this June. But there are those 
in the administration who are placing a re-
striction on Mr. Hansen's graduation. 
Since Mr. Hansen will be standing trial 
within the next few months for illegal pos-
session of marijuana, he has been informed 
by the proper administrative official that 
his transcript will or will not bear the doc-
umentation of a B.A. degree, depending on 
the outcome of his trial. Thus, it has been 
so decreed that if Mr. Hansen is found 
"guilty" by the court, he will not graduate 
from UPS. And, conversely, if "not guilty" 
is the decision, he will receive his B.A. de- 
gree at that time. 
It is the firm conviction of the Trail that 
if this procedure is carried through, Mr. 
Hansen's rights as a student and as a citi-
zen will have been seriously violated by 
putting him in "double jeopardy." "Not only  
has Mr. Hansen completed all the university 
requirements necessary for a degree, but he 
has also paid the price of attending this in-
stitution. Thus, there should be no question 
whatsoever that he is entitled to the same 
consideration as any other student who has 
met these obligations. In short, Mr. Hansen 
should receive his degree (certified on his 
transcript as well as on a diploma) in June 
with all other graduating seniors. 
It is unbelievable that anything other 
than due process is even being considered 
by the administration. And now, an alter-
nate suggestion has been offered—namely, 
that Jon Hansen appear before a conduct 
review board for consideration of his "case." 
But the Trail would like to stress again that 
there is no "case" except the one the uni-
versity has fabricated and that there should 
be no question in anyone's mind that Mr. 
Hansen is entitled to his degree. 
The Trail.&irges the administrative official 
in charge of this matter to be realistic and 
to realize that there is no rationality behind 
an attempt to hold up Mr. Hansen's degree 
when it is obvious that he has earned it. 
—G.A. 
Actions to Prevent Campus Riots Are Punitive 
Two articles that have recently reached 
the desk of the Trail editor have dealt with 
the issue of campus riots and protest. Dr. 
Gerard Banks, Bursar and Vice-President of 
UPS, stated in a letter accompanying the 
first article (a copy of Henry Taylor's re- 
marks in the Seattle P-I concerning one col- 
lege president's stand on college eruptions) 
that "It seems to me that President Shannon 
of the University of Virginia has raised a 
standard to which the right-thinking leaders 
of all universities can repair." 
The article stated: "Backed to the hilt 
by the university's trustees and student 
council, Dr. Shannon served notice that this 
institution will not negotiate with anybody, 
or any groups, no mater who they are and 
no matter what they want, under conditions 
of duress." 
The Trail holds no quarrel with those who 
condemn violence as a means of achieving 
certain goals, for this paper believes that as 
long as the channels of free and open dia-
logue remain unclogged, resorting to destruc-
tive means is not necessary. The problem 
rises, however, when administrators barricade 
themslves behind threats to the effect that 
"If such and such happens, then . . ." State-
ments made before the fact sometimes serve 
as a measuring rod against which future ac-
tion might be judged, but too often such 
warnings seem to indicate that any action 
could be—if so desired—considered "a con-
dition of duress." A more positive, and effec-
tive, approach would be a statement reassur-
ing students that everything possible will be  
done to meet the needs of students in the 
future, and to assure that students will be 
granted a wider opportunity "to participate 
in making their education more relevant to 
the times in which they live" (Rep. Thomas 
S. Foley). 
The second article sent to the Trail was 
even more interesting than the first, since it 
reports the recent decision of the House of 
Representatives to bar federal aid funds to 
student rioters. Let me say again that I 
have no quarrel with those who look disap-
provingly on campus rioters, when their ac-
tions are destructive in a physical sense to 
the functioning of the university. But the 
most pressing need, as stated in the report 
in Higher Education and National Affairs 
(and this refers specifically to Columbia 
University), is that "the basic structure of 
the university must be reexamined." 
Such decisions as that of the House to 
refuse governmental financial assistance to 
rioters represent punitive measures which 
overlook the reasons for disturbances on 
Arlierican campuses. Denying financial aid 
might appear to be a way of restoring "some 
degree of sanity to our campuses," but the 
amendment passed by the House might harm 
the university, and particularly the private 
university, more than it would benefit it. 
Without governmental financial assistance, 
not only the student but the institution as 
well will suffer. And conceivably, as the 
article in Higher Education points out, the 
amendment to the student aid bill "would 
penalize only needy students who qualified 
for an NDEA loan, but would impose no 
penalty on wealthy students." 
The statements and decisions that are 
currently being made in response to the out-
breaks at Columbia and other institutions 
can find a close parallel in the "riot con-
trol" centers being set up in many American 
cities. They are measures designed to dis-
courage future eruptions without an under-
standing of, or an attempt to eliminate, the 
present reasons for student discontent. 
Ideologically, it should also be pointed 
- out that such measures as mentioned above 
will not deter those who believe in what 
they are doing, nor will it silence those who 
feel compelled to expose the unsatisfactory 
conditions that they see on college campuses 
today. —G.A. 
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President Recommends 
Blackball Elimination 
To the Presidents of Fraternities pledge, it is not right that one or 
and Sororities, two members who may possess 
individual 	 prejudices he allowed 
University of Puget Sound to deny membership in the group. 
Gentlemen: I ask you to use every influence 
This summer many of you will you can to seek to abolish such 
have national conventions. I am practices on the national and lo- 
deeply concerned that the frater- cal level and to allow membership 
nity system he truly democratic, on the basis of a majority vote. 
It is not enough that restrictive The true spirit of democracy can 
clauses 	 concerning 	 pledging 	 he allow no less. 
removed. 	 While 	 each 	 fraternity Most cordially yours, 
must have the right of free choice R. Franklin Thompson 
as to the individual whom it will President 
Trail Agrees on Suggestion 
Editor'i 	 Note: 	 The Trail President's suggestion. Such posi- 
wholeheartedly supports this un- 	 tive proposals, as indicated in 
solicited statement made by Dr. the above letter, are a needed 
step at this university, and the 
Thompson; we encourage the Trail hopes that moves of a 
sororities and fraternities on this 	 similar nature will follow in the 
campus to seriously consider the future. 
Glassner States Feelings 
On Administrative Tactics 
To the Editor: 	 we must understand and view 
,rl r,+rn' the  
By now I am certain that most 
UPS students and faculty are 
aware that I have been fired 
by the President of the Uni-
versity over the recommendations 
of my department chairman and 
the Dean of the University and 
without a word of warning or of 
explanation. To this date I have 
no clear idea of why my sojourn 
at UPS is being terminated so 
abruptly. Nevertheless, I wish to 
make it clear to the academic 
community that I harbor no re-
sentment against the University 
as such, despite the shabby and 
unprofessional treatment accord-
ed me by the lord of the manor. 
On the contrary, I have enjoyed 
my experience here and have 
found many students and col-
leagues who would be worthy 
members of any fine university 
in the country. I also wish to take 
this opportunity to thank most 
sincerely those students and fa-
culty members who quietly and 
without my prior knowledge ap-
pealed to the President on my 
behalf. Unfortunately, they were 
met, as I had been earlier, with 
evasion, deception and even 
worse. 
I had understood before I came 
here last fall that UPS was on 
its way to becoming a serious 
institution of higher learning. 
While I have been disappointed 
with some aspects of the school, I 
still feel that it has the basic 
potential to become a truly 
quality school. Regretably, I have 
been unable to learn as much 
ahout it as I should have, he-
cause of other commitments, but 
it seems to me that most of the 
criticisms publicly leveled against 
it recently are quite valid. There 
are, moreover, many more valid 
criticisms which have not yet 
been expressed publicly. While 
ACLU Supports 
Ann is' Admission 
Dear Editor: 
The American Civil Liberties 
Union of the University of 
Puget Sound supports the admis-
sion of Rocky Annis to UPS on 
the basis of his academic excel-
Jence. Rocky has demonstrated 
the ability to combat ambivalence 
and ambiguity in his personal 
and public affairs. Rocky is the 
type of student that any en-
lightened university would he 
glad to admit. 
If Rocky is not admitted, The 
American Civil Liberties Union 
would like assurance that he be 
offered a written explanation as 
to why he was denied admission 
to UPS. 
Sincerely yours, 
Sandy McCrae 
Ad Hoc secretary 
American Civil 
Liberties Union 
University of Puget Sound 
LITTLE MAN 
I 	 p, 	 o( MAY 	 E A LITTLE LATE IN 
A?A2)NG HIS FINALS IN TIME FOR GRAPuATION." 
McCarthy Comments 
On CHOICE Results 
Dear Editor, my student supporters favor a re- 
I am writing to you in the hope duction of military action in Viet- 
that 	 you will communicate m y 
nam 	 and 	 29-1 	 percent 	 arefor 
- 
appreciation to 
	 the students 	 on withdrawal. Among students for 
your campus for their CHOICE 68 me, 51.2 percent would stop the 
bombing and 28.4 percent prefer 
votes. 
temporary suspension. I can as- 
Not only 	 because 	 my 	 candi- sure you I shall keep these views 
dacy was favored in the ballot- in mind as I try to develop in- 
ing am I grateful. 	 More signifi- telligent 	 responses 	 to 	 changing 
cant than the success or the loss- international 	 relations. 
es 	 of 	 individual 	 candidates 	 in The emphasis of students for 
CHOICE 68 is the participation McCarthy on education and job 
by one million students on some training in our urban reconcilia- 
1200 	 campuses 	 in 	 the 	 political tion efforts is reassuring to me in 
process. Student opinions, debat- a very personal way. Let us re- 
('d and expressed democratically, main together, and I am confident 
will 	 influence 	 elections 	 through- that 	 our 	 common 	 ('ause 	 can 
out our nation, change the direction of our coun- 
CHOICE 68 opinions on mil- try. 
itary action, bombing and the ur- With best bishes. 
ban situation have been forwarded Sincerely yours, 
to me. I note that 55.4 percent of Eugene J. McCarthy 
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ing a case of bourbon for per-
sonal consumption after the "col-
lege night" presentation for local 
high schoolers is over? 
It seems inappropriate for a 
university which is faced with 
financial problems to foot bills of 
personal pleasures, especially 
when such "pleasures" are not 
directly related to the recruiting 
of, students. I think public clar-
ification of some of these 
questions is necessary, and I 
would urge that something be 
done to eliminate such "waste-
ful spending." A certain amount 
of money might be necessary to 
establish and maintain good pub-
lic relations, but are instances 
such as these not going a little 
overboard? 
Sincerely, 
Concerned 
Housemothers 
Note: 
SEARCHES 
ILLEGAL 
Dear Editor: 
Some time ago, during my 
term as a student body officer, 
there was an apparent disagree-
ment over the rights of admin-
istration officials to search in-
dividual's personal belongings 
and rooms for suspicious ob-
jects. Mr. Ray Payne and my-
self cleared the matter up by 
consulting the ACLU and the 
school lawyer. Both parties agreed 
that the school has the right to 
enter the room at any time to 
inspect wiring, the condition of 
the room, etc. However, it is 
illegal to search personal belong-
ings of any type of any indivi-
dual without a search warrant 
and a law enforcement officer 
present at the time of the search. 
Apparently a few house 
mothers are a little slow on get-
ting the word. It is time for you 
girls to realize that you are rent-
ing a room from the school and 
you are entitled to your privacy. 
No school official could search 
your private apartment for any 
object unless the old criterion 
of a search warrant and a law 
enforcement officer are met. Even 
though the school owns the build-
ing you pay to stay in you do 
not have to give up your right to 
have your own private belong-
ings. 
For us all, 
David Neiser 
For more letters, see page 9 
11 
very real problems of operating 
a small private liberal arts col-
lege in the last third of the 
twentieth century, it does seem 
to me also that UPS will never 
reach its full potential until it 
has an administration which does 
not feel compelled to adopt ideas, 
programs and tactics which con-
form with the school's architec-
ture. 
To those who have helped 
make my stay here a pleasant 
one, thanks again. To those who 
shall he here next year, good 
luck. 
Sincerely yours, 
Martin Glassner 
Department of 
Political Science 
Capatin Last 
To Leave 
Dear Editor: 
The university reminds me of-
a great ship. A ship in trouble. 
The last things other than the 
captain to leave a sinking ship 
are the rats. Why have so many 
professors decided to leave UPS 
this year? 
Sincerely, 
Mike Sheldon 
Tom  
by J. M. 
In a world such as THIS 
There must be a PLACE 
Somewhere in a trash CAN 
Where people can GO 
When they want TO 
Escape this HELL 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to ask a few 
questions concerning what hap-
pens when employees from the 
admissions office go to recruit 
students. I have heard of in-
stances which seem to indicate a 
"mishandling" of university 
money. 
It is true, for instance, that 
UPS "recruiters" fly first class 
to their destinations, and would 
it not conceivably be more econo-
mical if the "tourist" class ac-
comodations were used instead? 
What is this I hear about the 
same recruiters eating in the 
swankiest restuarants and staying 
at the swankiest hotels while 
writing off the bill to the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound? 
Or in another instance, order- 
ON CAMPUS 
First Class! 
'MISHANDLING' 
MONEY 7 7 7 7 
Leonard K. Stalker, senior major-
ing in English, wrote the poems 
appearing to the left. 
In Memory 
William Coogan, library hook 
checker at the University of 
Puget Sound, died of a heart 
attack last Sunday. 
Mr. Coogan had become quite 
well-acquainted with a number 
of students on the campus since 
the library hook check was insti-
tuted, and the Trail shares the 
sense of loss felt by many of 
these students. 
RIALTO BARBER SHOP 
, 	 Joe Narducci, RB. 
and Associates r 
4 Hair Styling - Razor Cutting BR 2.9232 
313 South Ninth Street, Tacoma 
LIBRARY EXAM HOURS 
26—Sun. 10 am.- 10 p.m. 
27th-30th-7:45 am-li p.m. 
31. Fri.-7:45 a.m.-10 pm. 
Sat.-9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Sun,—lO a.m,-10 p.m. 
3rd-6th-7:45 am- lI p.m. 
7th. Fri.-7:45 am-S pm. 
For Al,l Your Needs 
The Closest 
Drug Store 
to the College 
Free 
Delivery 
CHAPMAN'S 
DRUG 
3123 North 26th 
- 
SK 2-6667 
Pretty New 
Costumes that 
sing of Spring 
They're Here 
* 	 * 	 * 	 and ready for you 
to be all dressed 
up . . . for a 
Lovely Spring! 
The new Spring 
costumes are 
prettier than ever 
See\r\ them 0d  at r 
/4a'u''Apparel 
Where Fashion is always First 
3815 No. 26th 
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FOUR POEMS 
by Leonard K. Stalker 
At Twilight 
rhis long last light, about the meadow stalking, 
A/ill not be laid to rest, but whimpers 
.ike a restless child at bedtime. 
Jever weary of worship, it urges still 
ts pale and painful tale - slow to die, 
oath to be devoured by coming dark 
Dr let its bashful blood be washed from the west. 
nd yet it will not die; and birds, with knowledge of this, 
:onsole the pain of death with joyous song, 
cwaiting even now the dainty foot of dawn. 
Walking to School Honorary Degree 
Nhile walking on the way to school To Be Given I had my bag, was dressed in collar, 
nd looked indeed the proper scholar; Paul 	 Horiuchi, 	 one 	 of 	 the 
In short, 	 indeed, 	 I 	 looked 	 a 	 fool 	 . 	
. 
Northwest's 	 to1) 	 artists, 	 will 	 re- 
While walking, then, my daily way, 
ceive an honorary doctor of hu- 
manities degree during commence- 
passed an old and withered dame 
ment ceremonies June 9 at the 
Who said, "Oh you have work to do, University 	 of 	 Puget 	 Sound. 
3ut 	 I 	 ...," 	 and 	 with 	 an 	 air The 	 honorary 	 degree 	 will 	 be 
Df humbleness, an air perhaps of shame, presented to the artist by Dr. R. 
She motioned to the ripened roses, fajr Franklin Thompson, president of 
With 	 bloom, which filled her yard. 	 Said 	 1, 
UPS, on behalf of the university's 
hoard of trustees. It will be one 
"Oh Madam, No! Perhaps it's you of 	 361 	 degrees 	 and 	 certificates 
Who are engaged in things more consequential far awarded 	 during 	 the 	 commence- 
Than what I do." 	 She smiled. ment 	 convocation, 	 in 	 Memorial 
And 	 then 	 I 	 went "my 	 way, 	 yet 	 went 	 beguiled Fieldhouse. 
By how that woman, nursing roses by the way, A native of Japan, where he 
Had all unknowing done what I, the fool, 
was born in 
	 1906. Horiuchi has 
exhibited in one-man shows, group 
In lesser ways would try to do exhibitions and 
	 public collections 
Within 	 the 	 walls 	 of 	 school, throughout the United States, in- 
cluding the Seattle Art Museum, 
Spring 	 1968 Dusanne Gallery, Landu Gallery 
in Los Angeles, Denver Art Mu- 
Amidst the bloom of coming spring, the drum. seum, Utica 	 Museum in Utica, 
The drum of distant war. 	 And springtime's bloom N.Y., as well as in his homeland. 
Seems small and weak. 	 Though spring will surely come, 
In 	 the 	 last 	 10 	 years, 	 he 	 has 
	
received 	 more 	 than 	 30 	 awards, 
Where lies the joy in such 	 a birth that blooms including 	 the 	 Tupperware 	 Na- 
In time of war? 	 The beating of the drum tional 	 Competition, 	 1955, 	 and 	 a 
Kills joy this springtime day. 	 When night shall come, Ford 	 Foundation 	 Purchase 
Then 	 spring shall 	 have its proper setting, gloom. ard, 	 1960. Aw
Listed in 	 "Who's 	 Who 	 in 
Art," and 	 "Who's Who 
	 in 	 the 
This 	 Gull 
- West," Mr. Horiuchi, largely self- 
This gull, this witness to the winds, 
taught, 	 executes 	 many 	 of 	 his 
works in blends of casein, tempera 
that is wheeling, glowing, 	 in the white 
and rice paper, and creates wide- 
and wondrous gladness of the sky, ly 	 imitated 	 rice-paper 	 collages. 
shot by himself shining upward, is free One of Seattle's art critics has 
of all dominion, fresh as day. referred to him as "not only a 
prolific 	 artist, 	 but 	 one 	 whose 
source of inspiration never runs 
And I, who watch his wandering flight dry." 
from a restless rock on the shore, A painting donated to the uni- 
am wrenched off this rock, am ripened 
versity 	 by 	 Horiuchi. 	 will 	 he 	 on 
display 	 for 	 the 	 first 	 time 	 on 
for dropping, and rise, 	 like a wren ('omn'iencement (lay in the UPS 
of a sudden addressing the sun. Stud'nt Center. 
Violin and Organ Recital 
Robert Pendergrast, son of Mr. is 	 a 	 graduate 	 of 	 Wilson 	 High 
and Mrs. H. D. Pendergrast. 2402 School. 
N. 	 Huson, 	 will 	 play 	 both 	 the 
On the program will he a violin 
concerto by Brahms. with Tim 
violin and organ when he pre- Strong, 	 pianist, 	 accompanying. 
sents 	 his 	 junior 	 recital 	 at 	 8:15 Pendergrast 	 will 	 perform 	 also 
p.m. Friday in ,Jacobsen Recital five works for organ by composers 
Hall in the University of Puget including Franc-k, Brahms, Bach 
Sound music building. and Ralph Vaughan Williams.  
He 	 studies 	 violin 	 under 	 Ed- 
In 	 June, 	 Pendergrast will 	 re- 
ward Seferian, and organ under 
ceive his bachelor of arts degree. Dr. Alma Onc'ley. The music'ian 
and 	 next 	 year 	 will 	 rec'eive 	 his is a member of the UPS-Tacoma 
bachelor 	 of 	 music 	 degree 	 as 	 a Symphony Orchestra and Cham- 
fourth-year student at UPS. He her Orchestra. 
Hangmup For KUPS 
Dead? Well, no, not actually. 	 groups must be installed by phone 
The members of the KUPS ra- company technicians. KUPS has 
dio staff are husic'r than students 	 had to wait for the settlement and 
before finals. KUPS is still going 	 at present is getting hack into full 
strong despite a few minor hang- 	 swing. 
ups. 	 If you happened to peek 
First of importance—the phone through the window in Ho-
company strike. The radio sta- warth 115 within the last week or 
tion phone lines which will carry so you probably saw stacks of 
the signal to the various living (Continued on Page 12) 
For Any and All Travel Arrangements 
Rainier Truve! Service Inc. 
313 Norton Building 
Seattle, Wash. 	 MA 3-8243 
For Travel and Arrangements 
AIR-RAIL-SEA 
FISHING CHARTERS . . . SKIING 
Member of 
American Society of Travel Agents - Pacific Area Travel Association 
"Travel Is Our Business 
Service Is Our Product" 
SELECT YOUR 
TYPEWRITER 
AT 
H. D. Baker Co. 
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J 
BR 2-3226 KIM, 
x 	 x 
"Good luck on 
your exams" 
Signed, the entire 
Food Service UPS 
x 	 x 
Rent—$6 mo.—Buy 
Lvi 	 O*42 	 trVM 
on how: 
IT'S TIME 
for 
Spring Auto Service 
•- 
 
Prepare for a Fun Summer 
Avoid Costly Repairs Later by Regular 
Service Now! 
•Io-.p 
• E,roy Ch,k 	 • Brrry S,j,, 
• MIfIr, ToIpipe 	 S Wrh,,,g 	 • Er,. 
ED'S MOBIL SERVICE 
No. 26th & Alder 
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PICKETERS PROTEST ROTC AT UPS 
As demonstratable proof of 
their belief that the Air Force 
ROTC organization has no place 
at UPS, a gathering of profes-
sors and students peacefully pick-
eted the President's Review of the 
ROTC May 16. 
Not only did the picketers pro-
test the established ROTC as in-
compatible with the ideals of a 
university purporting to be a 
Christian institution, but the plac-
ards they raised carried direct 
messages to do away with bomb-
ing, killing, and other forms of 
destruction. 
The pictures on this page are 
intended to speak for themselves. 
j a 
Below Olympus 	 by lnferhndi 	 The Last Word 
byJ.M. I dOHNSON 
CAMPA!&N 
	
Hickory Dickory, DOCK 
I FEADQOARERS 	
' 	
The British Taxed the TEA 
• 	 '. 	 ' 
Are . . . Am . . . IS 
Shanng Bread is HALVING 
- 	
. 	 Do your shoes FIT? 
The school year is almost OVER 
Oh' My goodness GRACIAS 
The world is made of PAPER... 
crt,I 
"We're reactivating the Johnson campaign, so print up a few 
thousand and spread them around to every campus in the country." 
Who so would be a man, must 
be a nonconformict. He who 
would gather immortal psalms 
must not be hindered by the name 
of good man, but must explore if 
it be goodness. 
—Ralph Waldo Emerson 
"DOWN AT 
THE HEELS?" 
See 
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Our Man Hoppe 
The 11th Child 
(Distributed by Chronicle Features Syndicate) 
By Arthur Hoppe 
	 dear. But why must you always 
Reports that Mrs. Ethel Ken- 	 be so careless? Where are those 
nedy is expecting her eleventh returns from Muncie? 
child have created great excite- 	 Ethel: Oh, you and your politics. 
ment and wide interest. 	 Why, you haven't been home ten 
True, the excitement and in-  night since we've been married. 
terest thus far have centered on 
	 Bobby (counting on his fing- 
how Mrs. Kennedy, if the report 
	
ers): Eleven: Let's see, there's 
is accurate, managed to break the 
	 Ethel (angrily): Yes, and some- 
news to Mr. Kennedy. 	 times I think you're a ruthless op- 
The most widely held theory 	 ijortunist. (controlling herself) 
at the moment is that Mrs. Ken- 	 Please, dear, you must think more 
nedy chose the only possible op- 	 of me and our eleven little ones 
portunity for broaching the deli- 	 and of the home you must make 
cate subject - a lull in the re- 	 for us and . 
porting of election returns from 
	 Bobby (happily): You've got 
the Indiana primary. 	 it! You have saved the campaign. 
* 	 * 	 * 
	
Where's Pierre? (Pierre rushes 
Scene: A hotel room in Indian-  in) Pierre, at last we've got the 
apolis. Mr. Kennedy is hunched way to take the people's minds 
over a television set as an aide, off my gravest image problem. 
whose name is Portly Pierre, 	 Pierre: Thyroid pills? I would- 
rushes in. Mrs. Kennedy is seated 
	
'ye said you were too old to grow 
in an arm ('hair in the corner, 	 any more, chief, but 
knitting and looking demure. 	 Bobby: No, Pierre, a new 
Bobby: Now they're projecting 	 slogan. Listen to this: (He puts 
42 per cent. Not had for Indianer. 	 his arm proudly around Ethel) 
But we can do better! And "Ask not whether I am big enough 
we better do better in Nebrasker. for the White house, ask rather 
We must stand tall in Ne- 
 whether the White House is big 
brasker. Any ideas for meeting enough for us." 
our unmet needs, Pierre? 
Pierre: Well, sir, how about a 
pair or elevator snoes: 
Bobby: Elevator shoes? Grommet s Analysis 
Pierre (with enthusiasm): Right, 
chief. You know how people are Editors' Note: Below is a question stakingly analyzing their appeal 
saying you're not a big enough asked of the Noted Primary to 	 various 	 ethnic 	 groups, 	 their 
man for the White House. 	 It's Analyst, Mr. Progley Grommet poise 	 on 	 television, 	 the 	 size of 
your gravest problem. And I fig- and his answer. their 	 crowds, 	 their 	 vote-getting 
ured that with a pair of elevator Q—Well. 	 Mr. 	 Grommet, 	 for ability and their grasp of the is- 
shoes 	 . 	 . 	 . three months you'be been care- sues in these trying times, can 
Bobby 	 (testily): 	 There 	 are fully 	 following 	 the 	 half-dozen you now predict who will emerge 
times, Pierre, when I think you candidates 	 as 	 they 	 criss-crossed victorious at the Miami and Chi- 
have 	 outlived 	 your 	 uselessness. the 	 country, 	 shaking 	 a 	 million cago conventions? 
What 	 abuot 	 the 	 returns 	 from hands, making a thousand speech- A—Sure. The two guys a couple 
Muncie? We should do well in es, spending $10 million. By pain- of thousand party hacks pick. 
Muncie? 
T'll 
Available for College Men 
Summer Employment Opportunity 
PLEDGED 
TO 
QUALITY SALES 
AND SERVICE 
FOR OVER 40 YEARS 
r SOUTH_TACOMTfl 
LJMOTOR COMPANY 
56th and SOUTH 
TACOMA WAY 
GR 2-3311 
Proctor 
SHOE REPAIR 
3817 1/2 North 26th 
All Work Guaranteed 
Ethel (now that they're alone) 
Dear, I have wonderful news for 
you. 
Bobby: You've been sitting on - 
the returns from Muncie? Really, 
Ethel, must you always he so care-
less? 
Ethel: No, it's not that, dear. 
But haven't you noticed? I'm 
knitting again. 
Bobby (without much interest): 
Another banner? I hope it doesn't 
say, "Kennedy's the Rennedy" 
again. I admit that was an 
improvement over "Kemmedy's 
the Remedy," but such care-
lessness 
Ethel (blurting it out): No, 
dear, I'm going to have a baby! 
Bobby (absently): That's nice, 
YELLOW CAB 
OR 
AMBULANCE 
& ALSO 
Heart 
- Lung 
- Resuscitator 
Service 
1121 VOjg~~ 
Ijtroctoroue 33vt ztaurant 
DINE IN A FRIENDLY HOMELIKE ATMOSPHERE 
CLOSE TO UPS 
SELECT FROM A COMPLETE MENU AT RFASONABLE PRICES 
2514 North Proctor 	 SK 9.9076 
REDUCED RATE STUDENTS 
W EASTBOUND 	 ESTBOUND 
MAY 25 	 SAILINGS 	 JUNE 10 TO 	 JULY9 AUG. 13 EUROPE 	 SEPT. 28 SEPT. 8 	 AUG.29 (extra fare) 
$180 each way with 5% reduction on round-trip for 
individuals or 15% reduction on groups of 15 or more 
students (age 16 to 27 yrs. inc.). $72.50 Seattle-New 
York on student standby fare via United or North-
west Airlines. Book NOW! 
ALL ABOUT TRAVEL, Inc. 
905 Pacific Ave. 	 BR 2-4192  
FULL TIME WORK THRU JUNE TO SEPT. 10TH 
A MESSAGE OF GREAT IMPORTANCE TO STUDENTS 
WHO ARE: 
Interested in sales or business upon completion of college 
who desire practical experience before graduation. 
Need top income to help with the cost of college education. 
Would enjoy traveling 10-13 days per month to resort areas 
with ample time for sports and recreation, RATHER than 
back-breaking labor. 
IF YOU LOOK ON SUMMER AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
EARN AND LEARN RATHER THAN TAKE IT EASY, YOU 
MAY BE INTERESTED IN THESE FEATURES AT OUR 
SPECIAL STUDENT PROGRAM 
Selected students will be able to continue on a part-time 
basis during fall and spring. 
Deserving students may apply for one of 15 company schol-
arships available at $1,000 apiece. 
Qualified students accepted will be offered a $98.50 weekly 
salary. Under special student incentive plan, 3 Portland 
area college men last year earned over $3,500. 
A solid recommendation from a national company that will 
mean something when you're out of school. 
Top notch instruction from successful executives in public 
speaking, personality development and corporation man-
agement. 
For an appointment call the Student Personnel Manager, 
Tacoma - BR 2-3373, Seattle - MU 2-1922. Students residing 
in Portland and Salem, Oregon, may call this number and get 
the number of the office in their home town. Students in 
finals will be interviewed in the evening. 
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Chapel Presents 
Kenya Speaker 
Miss Nyrinda Moikobu, from 
Kenya, East Africa, will he the 
guest speaker at UPS Chapel on 
Sunday, May 26, at 11 am. 
The topic of her speech is The 
Dilemma Of Educated African 
Woman. Miss Moikobu is a se-
nior in the University of Wash-
ington, majoring in Social An-
thropology. She was crowned In-
ternational Queen of University 
Students last April. 
She has also been selected to 
teach Swahili language to Peace 
Corps groups bound for East Af-
rica this summer. She plans to 
leave the U.S. by fall for her 
home in Kenya where she is to 
work under the Ministry of Rome 
Affairs. Miss Moikobu is being 
sponsored by the University 
Church. 
This is an uncommoun oppor-
tunity to hear an African lady 
define the new role of African 
women, in a dramatic change from 
mothers-superintendent of chil-
ciren to that of equal participa-
tion in African life. 
Little Theater 
Presents 
'Sound of Music' 
"Sound of Music", one of the 
recent most popular musical 
shows, will open at the Tacoma 
Little Theatre May 28 and play 
every night, except Sundays and 
Mondays, through June 22. 
There are 52 local thespians in 
the cast. The instrumentalists are 
Anita Trefry, Claudia Adams, 
Phyllis Prichard and Elda Sule-
rucl. 
John B. Culbertson is the Man-
aging and Dramatic Director: 
Dale Leggett, Choral Director; 
and Jan Collum, Choreographer. 
Fa rley's 
Flowers 
"a good place to buy" 
1620 - 6th Ave. 
MA 7-7161 
Miss Glenn 
Attends Cony. 
Mrs. Regina Glenn, President 
of Beta Xi Chapter of Phi Chi 
Theta on the campus at the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound will be 
the chapter's delegate for the 
women's business fraternity na-
tional convention this summer. 
The twenty-second biennial meet-
ing of Phi Chi Theta will convene 
for five days on June 25 at the 
Sheraton Charles Hotel in New 
Orleans, Louisiana. The theme 
of the convention will be "Change 
—The Outlook for Tomorrow." 
Mrs. Glenn is planning to be 
an accountant or accounting 
teacher in the future. She is mi-
noring in Secondary Education 
and Economics. At present she is 
a junior in the Business Admin-
istration Department. She is mar-
ried and has two daughters, ages 
six and three. Hur husband is an 
electrician technician at Boeing. 
Moving to Tacoma in 1962 from 
Baltimore, Maryland, where she 
attended school and studied classi-
cal ballet for 12 years, Regina 
graduated from Stadium High 
School. Honors have been numer-
ous in the delegate's career, in-
cluding membership in the Na-
tional Honor Society, Duns Sco-
tus Debating Society and the win-
ner of a state oratory contest. At 
present she is an active member 
of PTA and secretary-treasurer 
of the campus Black Student Un-
ion. 
Howell's 
Sporting Goods, Inc. 
"The Finest in Athletic 
Equipment" 
922 Commerce 	 FU 3-2653 
Free Pick-up and 
Delivery at Dorms 
MODERN 
CLEANERS 
2309-6th Avenue 
MA 7-1117 
Regina Glenn 
BUDIL'S 
FLOWERS 
"Especially for 
YOU!" 
	
6th Ave. 	 Tel. 
	
at Oakes 	 FU 3-4739 
Watch and Jewelry Repair 
GUARANTEED 
JEWELRY 
4ótv 
BR 2-3063 
GIFTS 
THAT 
SCORE 
You'll be 	 rigb 1 00 target 	 with 
cit ti-ut', errrd to plru,, your 
favortt, spor100ten 
WE'VE SOT THE BEST OF EVERYTHING 
• Bowling Ball, • Shoe, 
	
• Bag. 	 • Game, 
GIVE A GIFT ('ERTIFICATE 
For Brrrlrp Eqwoorrt Ar'r.oro., 
Come and See Us 
TOWER. LANES 
6323 - 6th Avenue 
or call SK 9-3583 
HOURS 9 A.M. - 1 A M. 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
èpelnjak Presented 
dvertisin g Award 
Stephanie Pepelnjak, a coed 
from Minnesota, has been award-
ed the University of Puget Sound 
student summer scholarship in 
advertising, sponsored by Cole & 
Weber, Inc., a Seattle-Tacoma ad-
vertising agency. The scholarship 
is dedicated to the memory of 
Victor Kaufman, Tacoma adver-
tising executive. Announcement 
of the award was made by Booth 
Gardner, associate director of the 
University of Puget Sound School 
of Business Administration and 
E conom ni-i. 
The Victor Kaufman scholar-
ship carries college credit earned 
in a 12-week orientation course 
with Cole & Weher. Similar schol-
arships are awarded by Cole & 
Weber to students of other Wash-
ington and Oregon universities. 
Miss Pepelnjak, UPS winner, has 
a 3.5 grade point average, is an 
honor student, and is a member of 
Alpha Phi Sorority. 
She is planning a year's stay 
in Columbia in South America 
rr 	 'racluntioii next year. 
Publications 
JOHNSON - COX CO. 
Compositors Printers Lithographers 
726 Pacific Ave D BR 2-2238 
"Oh, how refreshing," Clay Loges sigs after being drenched at last 
Thursday's "escapade." 
Otte I'S 
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Psychedelerium Tremor 
By Jane Goodsell 
Remember when HIPPIE meant big in the hips, 
And a TRIP involved travel in cars, planes and ships? 
When POT was a vessel for cooking things in, 
And HOOKED was what Grandmother's rug might have been? 
When FIX was a verb than meant mend or repair, 
And BE-IN meant simply existing somewhere? 
When NEAT meant well organized, tidy and clean, 
And GRASS was a ground cover normally green? 
When lights and not people were SWITCHED ON AND OFF, 
And the PILL might have been what you took for a cough? 
When CAMP meant to quarter outdoors in a tent, 
And POP was what the weasel went? 
When GROOVY meant furrowed with channels and hollows, 
and BIRDS were winged creatures, like robins and swallows? 
When FUZZ was a substance that's fluffy like lint? 
And BREAD came from bakeries, not from the mint? 
When SQUARE meant a 90-degree angled form, 
And ROLL meant a bun, and ROCK was a stone, 
And HANG-UP was something you did to a phone? 
When CHICKEN meant poultry, and BAG meant a sack, 
And JUN K, trashy cast offs and old bric-a-brac? 
When JAM was preserves that you spread on your bread, 
And CRAZY meant balmy, not right in the head? 
When CAT was a feline, a kitten grown up, 
And TEA was a liquid you drank from a cup? 
When SWINGER was someone who swung in a swing, 
And PAD was a soft sort of cushiony thing? 
When WAY OUT meant distance and far, far away, 
And a man couldn't sue you for calling him GAY? 
When DIG meant to shovel and spade in the dirt, 
And PUT ON was what you would do with a shirt? 
When TOUGH described meat too unyielding to chew, 
And making a SCENE was a rude thing to do? 
by Dan Jaffe 
Even without talent we come upon it, 
Just before dawn or just after twilight, 
Usually too early or too late, 
Never exactly certain what we've found. 
Like the shock of sudden thunder on summer's eves, 
Grown heavy with scented sounds and hooded lights, 
Its presence names an almost certain fear. 
Tight-shutter your rooms against the wheeling wind. 
But the world has shrunk to the size of this moment's truth. 
In the space of silence our coughs are hurricanes. 
Buffeted by wreaths, we whisper storms 
And face uncharted seasons of ourselves. 
Uuderclassmen.A.A.  
Here's Your Last Chance 
To Order Your Exchange Pictures 
Get Them Soon From 
TeRthone qfudfq 
MA 7-632 1 	 9th & Market 
Words once so sensible, sober and serious 
Are making the FREAK SCENE like PSYCHEDELTRIOUS 
It's GROOVY, MAN GROOVY, but English it's not. 
Methinks that the language has gone straight to POT. 
"I just hate the thought that you are my kindefmw." 
COLLEGE men & women 
JOBS ARE WAITING for young men and women with business 
skills and college training! Our specialized courses in accounting, 
business administration and secretarial skills can qualify you 
for a position where you can make the most of your college 
education and where advancement opportunities are unlimited. 
You can quickly gain a foothold in the career of your choice - 
finance, industry, civil service, publishing, or television. Free 
placement. Send for your free booklet, "How to Add Earning 
Power to Your College Training." 
TACOMA KNAPP COLLEGE 	 WASH. 
Telephone MA 7-2181 - Tenth & Pacific Ave.  
Braniff International's new Youth 
Fare lets anyone u.nder 22 fly for 1/3  off. 
At any time of the day, night, 
or year. 
But instead of having to hang 
around the airport hoping there'll be 
a seat, you'll have a confirmed 
reservation. 
Providing you have a Youth Card. 
Which is easy enough. 
Present any proof of age, $3.00, and 
yourself at the Braniff Ticket Counter 
before you board the plane. 
Then, fly. 
BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL. 
a 
j47UDENT FARES 
WITHOUT 
STUDENT STANDmBY. 
? 	 ? 	 ? 	 ? 
rac tttjEu? 
Goiuq 
0"to earru lie sure 
C11EQUIM 
T%IMIEL 
- 
jcCErT' EVEtht 
jJ- p 
:800Q000 
e hatge"'' 	 aVe organlia.t 
Lowes% lS5'C word5 rge5% nce 0nd al 
Backed by the banks, troVe age 
M 0utho 	 ThOS. COOK 
& SO 
Cook's 0{flces 
rE Pit C— i 
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BSU Trying To Achieve 
Goals With Wrong Attitudes 
Dear Editor: 	 consider the black student equal, 
I.... 	 i.. 	 fli Ti:..:.: 	 . 	 i-.... 
The Black Student Union is 
not achieving their goals, be-
cause of their pushy and belliger-
ant attitude. Understanding can-
not be forced and it is often 
questionable whether understand-
ing is even (lesiredl. Equality 
doesn't seem to be an objective 
either: rather, further separation 
with a reversal of superiority. 
Those who had previously ('on-
curred with the Negro cause 
have found themselves repelled 
by the BSUs obvious desire for, 
complete alienation. The worthy 
aims of Martin Luther King are 
being hy-pased for the militant 
separationist policy of H. Rapp 
Brown. 
While equality is a worth 
while objective, the BSUs quest 
for segregation and superiority 
only reflects the relationship of 
the white plantation owner and 
the black slave in reverse. The 
white student will voluntarily 
Don't Fight 
The System! 
Men at UPS: 
U1j1 Uy Lilt' flJi.' S d( tivitien fillS 
no reason to believe them super-
ior. 
Superiority should not he the 
question: mutual tolerance should 
be aimed for rather than alien-
ation. If the black man will show 
toleration for the slow pace of 
change, the eventual resolution 
will he more profitable than a 
forced acceptance which will 
serve only to postpone the pro-
blem and cause further separa-
tion. I am truly sorry to see a 
group with the potential of the 
BSU lose its effectivness by its 
manner of presentation. 
Lyn Raphael 
Prof's View 
Of Recruiting 
To the Editor: 
Recently the University of 
Washington decided that re-
cruiters for the Armed Forces 
should be treated just like re 
cruiters for other kinds of post-
graduation employment. Con-
sequently, their interviews will he 
held at the university placement 
office. 
Two actions at UPS are im-
plied: 
Military recruiters should 
conduct their interviews at our 
placement office, right along with 
the recruiters from Standard Oil. 
IBM, and the Cucamonga School 
District. 
The awarding of military 
commissions at our commence-
ment exercises should he stopped 
—unless, of course, we also want 
to have special ceremonies for 
new Standard Oil employees. 
new IBM junior executives, and 
every new owner of a teaching 
contract. If we do want to hon-
or every post-graduation career. 
I'll he glad to hell) devise a pro-
perly dramatic and colorful cere-
mony (with proclamations and 
flags) for the teachers! 
Sincerely. 
Dr. Richard H. Overman 
To the Editor: 
Note: If you have militaristic 
leanings, you will derive maxi-
mum pleasure from this letter 
about dl raft resistance by read-
ing only the last sentence while 
contemplating apple pie. 
On May 14th there was a draft 
resistance meeting at UPS. Quite 
a few students showed up for it. 
Present were ROTC cadets, ac-
counting and business aclmi nistra-
tion majors, students in the hu-
manities, one old man who was 
confused about freedom of speech 
and assembly: even a few gypsies 
were there. 
When it came to providing an 
easy plan for escape from the 
draft, the presentation was lack-
ing. One of the two speakers dis-
closed that he would probably he 
imprisoned by November for re-
sisting the draft. The other, re-
cently returned from an eighteen 
month stretch in prison for the 
same offense, told of his kick-in-
the-face sacrifices for his convic-
tions. It became crystal clear as 
they spoke that draft resistance is 
no yellow brick road. But after 
all, what can you expect? 
That question was stirred in 
me again and again as I lis-
tened to the questions asked by 
some of the attending students. 
One student inadvertently exposed 
his materialistic leanings as he 
criticized the ex-con draft resister 
for having foolishly ruined his 
life, for he would have trouble 
finding work and would never he 
able to "set himself up." An out-
of-uniform ROTC cadet spoke 
clown from his elevated desk to 
the two resisters. A "greater Am-
('rican than thou" tone pervaded 
his questions and comments. He 
talked as though h', as a ROTC 
cadet, had made the rightest 
choice possible, as though the re-
sieters were being foolish. 
Such reactions seemed motivat-
ed by a disappointment that the 
Resistance offered no easy path 
to freedom from military con-
scription. Many reactions turned 
to a kind of mocking. Those who 
had sacrificed themselves, so that 
others might someday be free, 
were being ridiculed and accused 
of unamericanism and foolishness 
in a hopeless cause. Critical stu-
dents had come to the meeting 
hoping to learn an easy way 
to freedom. But that just doesn't 
('XiSt. Of course they were dis-
appointed. They were offended, 
became haughty, and spoke in 
favor of the system that makes 
us pawns in a deadly game. 
They spoke as advocates of the 
selective service system, they de-
fended General Hershey's right 
to play with young men's lives. 
And yet, somehow, a faint spark 
of a desire for freedom had 
brought these students to the 
RaV Sowet4 
J E W E L R Y 
Sales and Service for 
Acc ut ron 
Bulova 
Hamilton 
Elgin 
DIAMONDS 
- RADIOS 
2703 No. Proctor 
5K 9-5681 
meeting in hopes of escaping three 
years of military subjection. Their 
very presence at the meeting 
seems to suggest that they do not 
approve of the selective service 
system. For some reason, however, 
they abandoned their hopes and 
seconded General Hershey. Per-
haps it was the spectre of hard-
ship that reinforced their alle-
giance to the system. It takes a 
great deal of courage to rebel 
in the face of brutal retaliation. 
Tragically, the young men in 
question lack the courage to stand 
for their freedom. 
—Walt Perry 
- 
_j 
These are parking spaces 
- . . and they are just eight of the 
many convenient parking spaces at our 
rear entrance. When you shop at La 
Pcre" use our rear entrance - . . if 
you like. 
SHOP RITE La Pore's 21st & Alder 
Resistance Offers No 
Easy Road For Escape 
I was alarmed to hear that you 
were recently addressed by one 
of those anti-American draft re-
sisting activists. I pray that you 
saw bin) for the communist and 
traitor that he is, Remember 
Don't fight the system: the s ys-
tem will tell you who to fight. 
Yours truly mine, 
General Hershey Barr 
P.S. Vietnam is where the Action 
IS 
OLIVER TAXI 
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC. 
11 Passenger Limosine For Charter 
TACOMA AIRPORTER 
RADIO DISPATCHED 
112 So. 14th St. 
Tacoma, Wash. 	 3-1555  
"But fountains are only supposed to be looked at .....stutters 
coed Marlene Bangerter after being dunked for the third time. 
"Oh, we've got a problem 
right here at UPS- 
With a capital P 
That rhymes with T 
That stands for 
Do YOU want to say a few more words of 
wisdom to the crowd, Daddy, or shall 
I dismiss them? (to himself) Jeez, look 
at those businessmen nodding. I don't 
blame them. They're all on the Board 
of Regents and they all supply paper 
towels or floor polish or something to the 
school. That reminds me, we have to 
bring up that raise in tuition at the next 
board meeting. It seems the cost of sup-
plies is getting so high. Oh, well, that's 
inflation for you. 
(to the crowd) You'll forgive me, my 
young friends. For a moment, my heart 
was there in the fountain with my 
thoughts of Dr. Morton Horton. This 
was a man. A man who sat for hours 
with his family on weekend picnics, en-
visioning 
You said that. 
Oh, yes, so I did. But this time I mean 
it. Well, anyway, we were glad to get the 
jack to build this fountain designed by 
my good friend Honorary Doctor Joe 
Crunch who has donated so much labor 
through his construction outfit to this 
institution. I recall the day I decided to 
commission the designing of this splendid 
thing here (he stops speaking, stares at 
the fountain and becomes lost in 
thought). 
While we have this momentary pause, 
friends, a word on behalf of the Faculty 
Finery Foundation. As most of you know, 
the FFF was formed here two years ago 
when I became dean, not so much be-
cause of the income the faculty derives 
from this activity, but more as a place 
to keep their families off the street. The 
handmade clothing we, offer for sale 
through this foundation is guaranteed to 
outlast other foundation garments made 
by such competing entities as Lighthouse 
for the Blind and other organizations 
whose sales are now outlawed on cam-
pus. As the faculty vendors pass among 
you 
(wakening suddenly from his stupor) 
Give my friends, and give from the heart 
until it hurts, because that is the way to 
salvation. 
thin somber people in tattered clothes, 
s to the crowd. 
All right, Strudle, if you don't care to 
buy these handknit sox made by my 
five-year-old son, I don't guess you need 
no credit in English 131. 
All right, Young Skinnyprof, I'll buy, 
even though it means going without lunch 
today. I must get my education. 
Sold. Now how about a tie for your 
mother? 
(over the din) There will be a reception 
following at the president's home. Mrs. 
Portly Gentleman and I would count it 
a pleasure to receive you there. A nom-
inal entrance fee will be charged. 
My God! Another fee? Where's the 
money going? 
(smiling) Why, my young university son, 
to the new memorial fountain fund, of 
course. 
God's in his heaven. 
All's right on the campus 
CURTAIN 
Several faculty members, 
aggressively sell their ware 
YOUNG SKINNYPROF: 
student: 
YOUNG, HANDSOME 
DEAN 
PORTLY GENTLEMAN: 
Y.S. 
	
4~1V 
 
P.G. 
student: 
Y. H. D. 
coed: 
P. G 
Y. H. D 
P. G. 
Y. H. D. 
j l 
~41 , 
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Our Fountains Runneth . 
(Continued from page 1) 
Blacks Protest 
'Riot' Ordinance 
by Barb Cle,nents 
"If we can't control our Black 
communities, there won't be a 
Black community or a white one, 
either." "Black coffee is strong; 
it's only weak when you put all 
that white sugar and cream in 
it!" "Let's stop robbing our men 
of their masculinity!" "Martin 
Luther King was a prophet of 
non-violence; how did he die? 
By violence, brother. VIO-
LENCE!" 
Cries like these are being ut-
tered by the Black people of 
America, and those in Tacoma 
are no exception. The militancy 
of these remarks arose at a free-
dom rally held in the playground-
parking lot of the Tacoma youth 
center last Friday evening. The 
Black Power group, known as 
Horambee in Swahili, protested 
the recently passed ordinance on 
civil disorders to an assembled 
group of 200 or so Black people. 
To the sounds of the native 
cirummings and their faces lit 
by a roaring fire, the Black lead-
ers preached the means of vio-
lence, and were periodically re-
inforced by the uplifted fist and 
shouts of "Power!" from the as-
sembled people. Their main con-
cern was the need for the Black 
population of the city to rise 
up and take action in getting their 
rights, and to achieve this goal 
by violence. Several incidents 
were brought up; for instance, the 
assault of a six-months pregnant 
Black woman by two white wom-
en on the streets of Tacoma, and 
the failure of the police to take 
any action whatsoever. 
Ordinance No. 18561, relating 
to public safety and morals, dis-
turbances, and emergency control 
for the city of Tacoma, states 
that a "riot" is defined to mean 
the use of actual force or violence 
by three or more persons acting 
without authority of law where 
the use of such force or violence 
would endanger or tend to en-
danger the safety of the property 
or persons. The punishment for 
such a misdemeanor, or for unlaw-
ful assembly (any threat, actual  
or implied, to use force Or vio-
lence when accompanied by im-
mediate power to execute such 
force or violence by three or more 
persons acting together without 
authority of law) is a fine of no 
less than $300 or ninety days in 
jail. The Horambee Negroes pro-
tested this part of the ordinance 
sharply, claiming that the police 
could call a state of emergency 
and take action against them for 
something so simple as a group 
of kids who happened to get in a 
fight after a game, or just happen-
ed to be walking down the street, 
for that matter. 
The Black community has seen 
the ordinance as a direct threat 
against their lives, and the free-
dom rally served to emphasize 
this point. Although the racial 
movement in Tacoma has just 
started to grow, the passage of 
this ordinance has only added 
fuel to the fire. 
Phone 5K 9-1 650 
Mon. thru Sat. 7:40-9:50 
Sun. 2:10-4:20-6:30-8:40 
ADULTS ONLY 
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COl, , h,UI 	 !'''(' S LAP 'I 
Lighted Parking in Rear 
YOUR CO-PILOT 
FOR LIFE! 
I..' 
.. 	 — 
.;.I. 
This chronograph with stainless 
steel waterproof case has been 
especially designed for pilots. It 
is shock resistant and antimag-
netic. 
The central chronographic hand, 
which indicates seconds and 
1 /5th of second, is connected 
with two recorders: a minute 
recorder, up to 15 minutes (at 
the 3 o'clock position) and an 
hour recorder, up to 12 hours 
(at the 6 o'clock position). 
The turning bezel with its 12 
divisions indicates the time si-
multaneously in two or more 
time zones as well as making 
it possible to fix a time to re-
member (departure or arrival 
time). 
This chronograph is all right for 
"Yachting" 
Fn, piease send me,free ot new Breitling models Name Address 
BREITLING 
Bretl!ng-Wakmarin 
15 West 47th street, New York 36 N.Y. 
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HELP WANTED 
Commencement orator; must 
he willing to spend five days 
locked in dean's office on short 
rations. Apply Columbia Uni-
versity, N.Y.C. 
SEEKS POSITION 
Experienced administrator, five 
years in present post, desires 
fresh challenge in TV manage-
ment, college administration, 
direction of medium-sized 
nation. Top references, avail-
able early 1969. Not interested 
in Asian, French posts. Box 1, 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
Washington D.C. 
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FURNISHED ROOMS 
FOR RENT 
Girls. Reserve for next fall. 
Two large double rooms, hath, 
refrigerator. Near UPS. SK 
 2-
6327. 
STAFF 
The Trail is now building the 
nucleus of next year's staff. 
Those interested may sign up 
in SC 214. 
APARTMENT WANTED 
Male student wants furnished 
apartment for the summer. 
Please contact SK 9-5175. 
CLASSIFIED 
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs-3 lines 50 
Commercial 3 lines $1.00 
Rates for larger ads on request 
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial 5K 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker 
Editor Gracia Alkema works "hard" ... 	 - 	 While Associate Editor Bob Blethen finds it 
difficult to work 
P.S. Congratulations to the School of Music for 
'A Weekend of Baroque'...one of the finest 
productions this university has seen. 
Student Urges Allocation 
For Poetry Journal 
by Leonard K. Stalker student government to think, for not 	 have 	 many 	 potential 	 poets 
I have been informed that there once, in terms other than finan- running around its campus, but 
is 	 a 	 good 	 possihility 	 that 	 Cross cial. There are very few literary perhaps 	 there 	 is 	 one, 	 or 	 even 
Currents, 	 the school's 	 whimper- journals, and I speak of both the two: a literary journal is essential 
ing but significant literary jour- good and the bad, that support to the development of any liter- 
nal, 	 will 	 not 	 he 	 financed 	 next themselves exclusively on money ary talent that may lie dormant 
year. This means, of course, that received 	 from 	 sales. Poetry 
	 has in students who want to write. 
the 	 journal 	 will 	 ('ease 	 to 	 exist, never really paid its way finan- Let me also add that it seems 
and this, it seems to me, would cially, but I think that ultimately to me very ironic, and in some 
he 	 a 	 pity. 	 Although 	 this 	 year's it always pays its way spiritually, ways symptomatic of some form 
journal 	 was 	 not 	 of 	 the highest I ask those concerned, namely of governmental 	 pathology, that 
quality, 	 there 	 is 	 always 	 hope the 	 members 	 of 	 the 	 Central the Central Board this year alto- 
that, given another try, the jour- Board and especially next year's cated 	 thousands 	 of 	 dollars 	 to 
nat 	 will 	 prove 	 itself 	 worthy 	 of student President, to 	 give Cross bring Rod McKuen, possibly the 
financial support. Currenis another chance. I 
	 am worst living poet in the country, 
Although 	 I 	 have 	 little 	 know- certain that with time, the quality before 	 its students, 	 while at the 
ledge of how the Central Board and the popularity of the niag- same 	 time 	 it 	 could 	 not 	 find 
has allocated funds for the corn- azino will improve. A university enough 	 money to 
	 give to 
	 next 
ing year, I would urge them to that lacks a literary journal, even year's 	 Cross 	 Currents, which, if 
take several 	 facts 	 into consider- if that journal is small and poor it comes out, will probably con- 
ation. 	 The first of these is that in 	 quality, 	 cannot 	 legitimately tain some poetry superior to Mc- 
Cross Currents did not, as was call itself a university. UPS may Kuen's. 
reported 	 to 	 the 	 Central 	 Board, 
sell 	 24 	 copies 	 this 	 year, 	 but 	 in 
actuality sold about 250. I have 
the 	 ore 	 Somewhere, 	 an SAB RENA'S WIG WAGO N 
error has been made. Second, I 
would urge the members of the GR 2-1 228 
	 6032 Bell 	 St. 
IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD... 
Complete 
Cleaning 
and 
AV Laundry 
Services Qll 	 including 
Coin-Operated 
Department 
NEW ERA CLEANERS 
2621 North Proctor 
	 5K 9-3501 
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE 
—I 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Our better men last year averaged over $170.00 weekly. 
This year's opportunity is even greater. 
$15,000 	 SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 
	 $15,000 
Participate in competition for individual scholarship awards 
up to $3,000.00. 
Win 
Ford Station Wagon 
Boston Whaler 
Full-length Mink Coat 
Other Valuable Awards 
MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
Qualified men will be given opportunity to develop man-
agement skills in sales and sales training, office procedures, 
personnel control, etc. 
NO EXPERIENCE 
Requirements: Over 18, neat appearance, cooperative atti- 
tude, above agerage intelligence. Transportation furnished. 
IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS 
Phone Mr. Green, 9:30 to 1:00 
	 Seattle, Wash. MA 3-7676 
HUNGRY? 
THIRSTY? 
LONESOME? 
Try 
PAT'S 
North 21st and Oakes 
Come and See Us 
Wigiets—Falls—Wig-F ails- 
Wigs—Cascades 
Stretch Wigs—Travel Wigs 
Carnaby Wigs His & Hers 
Any and all wig accessories 
Call for Appointment 
/ 
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KUPS Story 
(Continued from page 4) 
5's strewn all over the place en-
compassing several mechanical 
looking devices. The KUPS re-
cording crew has been hard at 
wor¼ sorting, taping, and cata-
roguing approximately 500 sin-
gles. Among these are included 
such groups as the Beatles, the 
Stones. and Simon and Garfun-
kel. These represent the core of 
the KUPS 1)01) library and pro-
vide a rather complete base on 
which to build in the future. The 
hits that are being recorded range 
from 1955 to the most recent 
1968 singles. 
But pop music isn't the only 
thing being taped and compiled 
for broadcasting. The KUPS 
record library started with a bank 
and over 50 long-play albums 
ranging from Brahms to MY 
FAIR LADY were given to the 
station by the UPS library. Add 
to this a multitude of tapes being 
made from borrowed and loaned 
records. KUPS is well on its way 
to becoming a "well-musieked" 
station with enough variety to 
please everyone. 
The technical crew certainly 
hasn't been loafing either. Two 
of the three main transmitters 
are sitting in the Howarth shop, 
completed and ready to go. Also 
completed are two amplifiers and 
several 'slave" units (similar to 
mini-transmitters that will carry 
the radio signal to dorms like 
Tenzler and Regester. At present 
the Fraternity complex is being 
studied for locations of the am-
plifiers and boosters. Now that the 
chief engineer, Rockwell Smith, 
has finished his work with the 
"Twelfth Night," he and Reg 
Briggs are starting the construc-
tion of the console. Since most 
of the parts that are needed for 
its construction are here, it is 
only a matter of how long it 
takes to build the center. 
The KUPS programming staff 
has an equal amount of respon-
sibility as those in the recording 
and the technical aspects. Choos-
ing the "prune" listening times 
and exactly what is to he broad-
cast are among the major con-
cerns. Righ now radio KUPS is 
looking for individuals capable of 
acting as disc jockeys and an-
nouncers. 
With recording, programming, 
and technical building working as 
smoothly as they are now, UPS 
will have its own radio station 
broadcasting next fall. 
The tail end .  
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"Cut 80% Off Study Time for Medical Examination Ali, 
says Steve Larson, University of Washington 
Here is what other Reading Dynamics graduates say about the course: 
	
"I was thrilled with my 4.0 grade 	 "Reading Dynamics has been a 
	
"Read depth material well in excess 	
last quarter ... i could never go 	 tremendous aid in my studies 
my reading time has been short- of ten times my beginning speed." 
	
hack to horse.and-buggy reading." 	 ened and made more pleasurable. 
	
S. Y., School Teacher 	 A. P., University Student 	 R. R., College Student 
Now... see how you can get a whole term's reading under 
your belt in just two weeks... speed up 
your reading 7 to 10 times, or even faster! 
If you are an average student carrying a standard study load, you 
have the capacity to read—in just two weeks—every single textbook 
for every single course in your curriculum. What's more, you will 
fully understand and remember what you i'ead for a long, long time. 
Literally thousands of Reading Dynamics graduates have learned to 
read seven to ten times faster. They read an average novel in about 
an hour—all the articles in TIME magazine in 25 minutes—textbooks 
at the rate of 5-10 pages a minute. These people aren't "brains" or 
mental freaks. Many are individuals who once read as slowly as you 
—poking along at the national average reading rate of 250-400 words 
per minute. Reading Dynamics offers you a permanent escape from 
the "reading rut" and its effect upon your grades and free time. You'll 
have no trouble knocking off a book a day, and have time left over! 
Come to one of the free demonstrations listed below and find out how 
Reading Dynamics can work for you. No kidding, it really will! 
Attend one of the special Reading Dynamics 
presentations below. There is no charge 
Bremerton 	 Tacoma 	 Downtown Seattle 
June5,8p.m 	 June 11,8p.m. 	 June7,8p.m 
First Federal Savings & Loan 	 Tacoma Motor Hotel 	 Olympic Hotel 
	
Bldg. 	 242 St. Helens, Tacoma 	 Williamsburg Room 
500 Pacific, Bremerton 
	
SUMMER CLASSES 	 FOR INFORMATION 
AND CLASS SCHEDULES NOW FORMING IN 
11 CITIES 	 READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE MA 31563 
	
REGISTER NOW. 	 504 Fourth and Pike Bldg. - Seattle, Wash. 98101 	 (collect) 
GIVES CREDIT TO COURSE 
IN READING DYNAMICS 
"I could never have done it without 
the rapid reading techniques I learned 
through Reading Dynamics! In 
preparing for the national medical 
examinations, I actually covered the 
review of large amounts of technical 
material in less than one-fifth the time 
it would normally have taken according 
to my old reading speeds." 
